THE AMAZING DAY
shaped to conform with the information given me by Spink & Son
on the very day which brought Tunis into the big news.
Yet I feel, looking back on any amazing day of strangeness and
coincidence, that it is more significant, more intended, than a
planned day of steady routine, a day arranged consciously by
no-one more talented than ourselves and therefore of no importance
in any pattern except the most trivial. For a fantastic, a so-called
"unaccountable" day comes from somewhere else; chaos could
not produce those magical arabesques; and though they look as
though they appeared by any haphazard route from beyond and
outside, may they not really be produced by our selective instincts
and our desires operating sooner or later in latitudes where we are
hardly aware of them ?—the result of the sort of people we are,
and therefore much more genuinely our one day's pattern than
just the superficial and orderly day prepared beforehand which
conceals nothing and works out according to plan.
These significant yet crazy days of seeming coincidence recognize
no boundaries of time or geography; they are, after all, only half
our own; the rest belong to where they impinge on the pattern
of someone else whose day's ordinary rhythm they have broken
up. It is not easy to cite any one of the ten thousand instances
that spring to my mind, without bringing in names and intimate
events that cannot matter to anyone except myself. Such as that
day when I would not have been lunching at the Ivy with Leueen
if her dining-room table had dried more quickly; she said the
dishes might stick to the paint, and I said the smell of paint made
me instantly sick, so what with one thing and another, and what
with a near-by restaurant saying haughtily when she rang up for
a table: "For which day, Madam >" as they might have said "for
which months"—we went to the Ivy, where however crowded/
they may be, they love and welcome the Old Faces; and there the
very child happened to be having lunch, whom by purest chance
I had seen the day before in a trade show of a film where I would
not have gone but for the invitation of the director, his first essay;
I had not seen him for years, and we both came to live in Albany
a few weeks ago, and he told me Wilfred Lawson was acting in this
film. Wilfred Lawson has that indefinable quality in his voice
and acting (Edith Evans has it too, and Celia Johnson, and certainly
the Lunts; and Leslie Howard had it) which would draw me any-
where, even to an underground projection-room in Wardour
Street. I once wrote a book called "Little Red Horses" ("The

